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finer prose that the pedantic Milton. "Gulliver's

Travels" is a better book than "Rasselas."
Scientists are the worst offenders against Saxon

simplicity. They persist upon falling back upon the

dead languages for scientific terms, for the reason

that these terms will thus be identical in all languages

an intelligible to all learned men. Many words, once

confined exclusively to scientific jargon, an1 now in

ordinary circulation. Ancnt the adoption of scien
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The present council is making for itself a record

n' which flip mpiiilors will have scant reason to feel

proud when they retire again to the modest life of

private citizens. In years to come they will look!
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tific expressions into the common 'speech Punch once

established a clever bit of verse whose merit, more

than its pertinency here, is an excuse for reprinting

back over the records of the municipality and con-

template the many things they have not accomplish-

ed and the very few proposals which they have car-

ried to a successful issue. They have wasted weeks

in their persistent pursuit of phantoms, and it is

about time they ceased this legisla-

tion.
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failures to several factors. In the first place, they
fail to get together. New proposals are unexpectedly
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'I love thee, Mary, and thou lovest ine.

Our mutual flame is like the affinity
That doth exist between two simple bodies.

I am Potassium to thine Oxygen.

Sweet, thy name is Briggs,
And mine is Johnson. Wherefore should not we

Agree to form a Johnsonate of Brigggs!
We will The day, the happy day is nigh,
When Johnson shall with beautious Bgiggs
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